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SECTION - A /Ve ry Shoft Answer Typel

[One word to maximum of one sentence. Answer all questions]

'1. Give two examples for search engines.

2. Write the tags used for creating a paragraph.

3. Which is the tag used for creating newline?

4. Name the tags in HTML for creating moving texts.

5. How will you insert an object at given index in a list?

6. Name the two membership operators.

7. List any two characteristics of Phyton?

8. What is the output of print (tuple + tinytuple) if tuple = ('abcd', 786 , 2.23, 'john',
70.2 | and tinytuple = ('123,'John')?
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9. How will you replace all occurrences of old substring in string with new string?

10. What is the output of printstr[2:] if str='Hello World!'?

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - B [Short Answer]

[Not to exceed one paragraph, answer any eight questions.
Each question carries 2 marksl

1 '1. What is a domain name? Give example.

12. What do you mean by a dynamic Web page?

'13. What is the purpose of a Web browser?

14. What is the use of <lMG> tag in HTML?

15. Write an HTI\4L code to generate radio buttons in HTML.

16. What is the purpose of POST method?

17. What is <audio> tag in advanced HTML?

18. What is a tooltip?

19. Explain the use of map0 function with an example.

20. What is the difference between tuples and lists in python?

21. What is a Python dictionary?

22. What is the purpose ofl/ operator?

(8x2=16Marks)

SECTION - C lshort Essay]

[Not to exceed 120 words, answer any six questions.
Each question carries 4 marksl

23. Explain various heading tags with-example.

24. How will you create. superscript text and subscript text in HTML?
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25. Explain font tag with its attributes in HTML with example.

26. Explain anchor tags in HTML with example.

27. Differentiate absolute URL and relative URL.

28. What are lamtda ,unctions? lllustrate the use of lambda functions wrth an
example.

29. Write a recursive function in Python to find the factorial of a number.

30. Explain the concept of mutable and immutable objects.

31. Write a Pylhon piogram to find the sum of all items in a list received from the
user.

(6x4=24Marks)

SECTION-O[LongEssay]

[Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks]

32. Explain tags used for creating tables in HTML and its attributes with example.

33. Explain the concept of frames in HTML with example program.

34. Explain decision making statements in Python with syntax and examples.

35. Explain different loops in phyton with suitable example.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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